
A Bunch 551 

Chapter 551: A star-level powerhouse that should not have appeared! 

 

Thunder Tribulation? 

Although Jiang Shisi’s voice was soft, he did not deliberately hide it. The people around him were all 

anxious. At this moment, they subconsciously gathered together and naturally heard it clearly. 

Everyone was very surprised by what Jiang Shisi said. The term thunder tribulation appeared in many 

cultivation novels. It was said that Ghost Immortals had the body of a Yin God before they passed the 

tribulation. After passing the nine thunder tribulations, they could become a Yang God and become a 

god, but in fact, the major sects had never seen such a thing. 

The method to cultivate a yin god to become a ghost immortal and finally to become a Yang God was 

also a legend. Nowadays, the major sects, whether they were cultivating talismans, inner cores, or 

sword immortals who went to extremes, all cultivated the method of Yang, they had never given up on 

the idea of cultivating the body of a spirit body! 

 

For so many years, even the ancestors who had lived for thousands of years had never heard of him 

passing any thunder tribulation. 

Therefore, many cultivation disciples treated the lightning tribulation as a legend or simply made it up 

by some web writers. 

Faced with everyone’s doubts, jiang Shisi finally sighed and said, “The lightning tribulation actually 

exists. The so-called yin-spirit cultivation method is just a theory. In fact, any cultivation method has to 

experience the lightning tribulation. In the god-ascension war, there were seven people who became 

saints with their physical bodies, and the secret history records all experienced the baptism of the 

lightning tribulation. The reason why we haven’t experienced it now is that we don’t have a god to carry 

it out…”. “…” 

Everyone:”…” 

“Little kid, you do have some knowledge…”the deep voice sounded again. “I thought Kunlun would 

erase these things. You Call Yourself a golden immortal and Big Luo…” 

Jiang Shisi smiled bitterly. This senior really knew how to expose his shortcomings. 

“Isn’t it rumored that the one who mastered the Lightning Tribulation was Grand Master Wen 

Zhong?”Jiang Shisi asked. 

“Dead…”the muffled voice replied. 

Everyone paused for a moment. This death sounded very casual, but it made everyone feel a chill in 

their hearts. In the legends, Grand Master Wen was the heavenly venerate of the nine heavens. In the 

words of the later generations, he was the thunder god, this kind of official deity died just like that? 



In fact, many sects had their own speculations about why there was no one in the Heavenly Palace. They 

either thought that after leaving this place, they would be cut off from the human world forever, or that 

they would sleep in some unknown place. 

However, they never thought that the god of Heaven would die. This was because in their faith, no one 

would think that an immortal who had attained the Dao would die. Otherwise, if everyone worked hard 

in their cultivation, wouldn’t their desire for immortality be a joke? 

At this moment, hearing the other party say that the god of Thunder would die, the cultivators couldn’t 

help but be struck by lightning! 

Jiang Shisi was silent for a while, but in the end, he still asked, “Senior is the god King. Even if the god of 

thunder met with misfortune, why would senior take over?” 

“It seems that there are quite a lot of things recorded in Kunlun…”the deep voice chuckled. 

Jiang Shisi bowed slightly and didn’t dare to show any disrespect. After all, one of his fellow disciples had 

been struck to death just now because he was too in the limelight… … 

Shisi wasn’t a person who liked to be in the limelight. The reason why he asked was because he had a 

horrifying guess in his heart. 

According to the records in the secret manual, this person who had a saintly body was not bound by the 

Heavenly Palace, but he was still free and unfettered without being bound by the divine position. There 

were only seven people who could reach this stage back then! 

These seven people were Li Jing’s family of four, plus Yang Jian, Wei Hu, and Lei Zhenzi. Li Jing’s family 

had all ascended to heaven and assumed the position of immortal. Yang Jian had become true monarch 

Qingyuan Miandao, and Mu Zha was the divine general of Lingxiao Hall, including Nezha, who was the 

most out-of-the-ordinary person, who had also taken up the position of three great gods of the sea 

meeting after mingling for a period of time, Lei Zhenzi was the only one who did not receive the title of 

God from the beginning to the end. 

In the end, it was recorded in the secret manual that the Western Heavenly Emperor had given him the 

position of God of war. Because of his saint-level cultivation, he was conferred the title of God King, 

which was on the same level as the Five Extreme War God. However, in reality, he was still free and 

unfettered in the world. In other words, he was giving face to the heavenly palace, he had just been 

demoted. 

Under such circumstances, even if the thunder god was demoted, he would not be allowed to take over 

the position. 

Unless… 

“Because there’s no one else who can take over…”the muffled voice sounded again… … 

Jiang Shisi’s heart sank again. The other party’s words had almost confirmed his guess… 

“I dare to ask, the other senior gods…” 



“They’re all dead! !”The voice interrupted him impatiently and said angrily, “Isn’t that what you want to 

ask? Just ask directly, you’re going around in circles…” 

“I’m just afraid of being rude…”Jiang Shisi quickly lowered his head and said. 

“Heh… like a woman…”the deep voice said disdainfully. 

Jiang Shisi’s face twitched and he thought to himself, ‘those who look like men have already been 

hacked into charcoal and fed to the insects. You really can say whatever you want. As expected, the size 

of a fist is amazing…’. 

“Then why did senior bring us here?”Zhang Lingyu couldn’t help but interject, “Is it so that we can test 

the Lightning Tribulation?” 

At this moment, it was a lie to say that he wasn’t angry. Even the most spiritual disciple of the sage sect 

had died here. Even if he returned safely, he would still be a sinner! 

“Because of the lack of people…”faced with the interrogation, that dull voice didn’t get angry. Instead, it 

seemed to be much calmer. 

“Lack of people? What do you mean?”Zhang Lingyu frowned. 

“Literally… “the godly king said gloomily, “The gods in the heavenly palace have all died. Now, there are 

many empty seats that need to be filled. Just now, you have heard from that pretty boy that anyone 

who wants to become a god must undergo the baptism of thunder tribulation. As long as you can pass 

the test, you will be able to enter the immortal class and fill the position of God!” 

Everybody:”! ! !” 

————– 

“Lord, how come you are here?”With the seer transmission came, the original in the town waiting for 

the first time to sense the arrival of seer, hurriedly came to see. 

“This Lord has felt the cloud herder Ji to pass the message…”seer slightly mutters. 

To tell the truth, until now he felt incredible, a Class 7 planet, less than 500 million kilometers in area, 

such a tiny life planet how can produce such a level of native? 

It was not that there were no high-intensity aborigines in the universe, but there were very few planets 

that could be directly nurtured. They were either galactic beasts that had already escaped the control of 

Gaia’s consciousness and roamed the universe, or they had fused with Gaia.., a God that had become an 

Aborigine, but if it was the latter, Gaia’s level could not be low. If one wanted a dragon-level life form, 

they would need a dragon-level Gaia, and if one wanted a star-level god, they would also need an 

interstellar Gaia. 

But Interstellar Gaia was at least a level two planet! 

A level two planet, with primitive resources alone, could give birth to trillions of level three life forms. 

There would not be a d-sphere like this, with only a few billion people and already running out of 

resources. 



But that aura was indeed correct. The other party did not deliberately hide it, and its strength was 

definitely on the same level as the Void Watcher he had met before! 

Why would ball D have such a thing? Just how many secrets were there in this place? 

“Your Lordship?”Seeing that Xi Ye had not spoken for a long time, Vivian tilted her head and asked 

curiously. 

“Do you know the location of the entrance to Kunlun’s Secret Realm?”Xi Ye asked. 

“Yes… uh, your lordship, are you going to?” 

“Bring Me There!” 

“Oh… okay…”Vivian quickly nodded, but then, she asked in confusion, “Doesn’t the Lord have spatial 

coordinates on them? Why Don’t you send them over directly? If we go through the entrance of 

Kunlun’s secret realm now, we’ll definitely be stopped by the people of Kunlun.” 

“The spatial coordinates… have been erased!”Seer said faintly. 

“Uh… erased?”Vivian was stunned and erased the spatial coordinates … Only a level-10 great mage or 

above could do this, right? 

Chapter 552: Something’s Not Right 

 

Ranked in the immortal class? 

The group of people looked up in astonishment. They did not know where the so-called godly monarch 

was, but from the sound, it seemed to be hidden above. 

“So… transcending the tribulation and becoming an immortal is real?”Goudan muttered. 

The group of people looked at each other in dismay. They felt that it was very unreal. Just as someone 

had said before, the more cultivators, the more they did not believe in the myths of gods and monsters 

in the world… 

 

“Fourteen?”The people of Kunlun looked at Jiang Shisi. As the successor of the Dao ancestor, he had 

read the secret manual of Kunlun, so he naturally knew more than them. 

Fourteen lowered his head in silence and recalled the records of the secret manual. In ancient times, Qi 

cultivators could undergo the baptism of heavenly lightning when they reached a certain level. Those 

who transcended the tribulation were ranked in the immortal class and were waiting for the immortal 

position. It was a bit like the ancient scholars, after passing the examination, they could wait for the 

imperial court to appoint an official position. 

However, just like the imperial examinations in ancient times, they were also divided into county 

examinations, capital examinations, and court examinations. Generally, only those who passed the 

elementary examinations would be considered to have obtained a title, and only those who passed the 



high scholar examination would have the qualifications to become an official. Only those who passed 

the imperial examinations would truly have the qualifications to become an official, they would have the 

chance to make a name for themselves in the officialdom. 

This heavenly tribulation was the same, and it was also divided into levels. The secret manual recorded 

that when a cultivator reached a certain level of progress, they would first undergo the tribulation of the 

earth fire. Those who successfully transcended the tribulation would be able to leave their names in the 

immortal books. It was equivalent to having a title, and they would be qualified to enter the immortal 

court for the next step of cultivation, next would be the squall tribulation. After transcending the 

tribulation, they would obtain the qualifications of an Earth immortal. They would be able to enter the 

mountain, Lake, City God, and other Earth immortal positions. Once they entered the positions, they 

would be able to enjoy the incense of the human world and live for thousands of years. 

Finally, there would be the heavenly lightning tribulation. Those who transcended this tribulation would 

be ranked in the immortal class. They could be ranked in the heavenly officials’ranks. Their lifespan 

would be equal to that of the heavens! 

The other party’s words were comparable to the second half of the secret manual. Those who 

transcended the lightning tribulation could indeed be ranked in the immortal class. Moreover, if all the 

gods in the heavenly palace really died, they might be able to enter a decent immortal position 

immediately! 

Just like the previous scholars, when there were more scholars in the later stages, the official positions 

would be like a carrot and a pit. Many people had been queuing up for many years, but they still 

couldn’t get in. However, in the current situation, it sounded like it was a great advantage. 

However, the key point was that the other party directly skipped the first two steps. According to the 

previous rules, with their current cultivation level, it would be difficult for them to go through the 

earthly fire tribulation. Should they directly let them transcend the Lightning Tribulation? 

It was the same as if he was asked to directly take the college entrance examination before he 

graduated from primary school. There was no need to say how high the probability of passing the 

examination was? 

However, although he had doubts in his heart, he didn’t ask them immediately. The guy in the dark was 

temperamental, but his strength was completely suppressed. He didn’t dare to take this risk, but he 

couldn’t keep silent either… … 

Jiang Shisi looked at the black shadows on the ground. After thinking for a while, he took a deep breath 

and asked, “Senior, may I ask if any of our fellow disciples who came before us have succeeded?” 

Everyone immediately quieted down. The question fourteen asked was the key point 

The disciples who came first were basically inferior to the current people in terms of strength and 

aptitude. Theoretically speaking, if they couldn’t pass, it didn’t mean that they couldn’t pass as well. It 

wasn’t meaningful to use it as a standard reference, however, there was an exception in this group! 

It was Yun Mu Ji from Yunshan! 



To be able to defeat Hong Tianlu in one move meant that she was at least at the same level as top 

disciples like Zhang Lingyu. If such a guy didn’t pass, then all of the people present were basically going 

to die… 

If that was the case, instead of obediently being robbed, it would be better to try and fight for a chance 

of survival. 

All kinds of disciples who could cultivate to the ace level were not idiots. They immediately understood 

the key point of Jiang Shisi’s question, so they all calmed down and waited for the mysterious 

existence’s answer. 

“You sure know how to ask questions…”the deep voice sneered. 

Kun Shisi’s body immediately tensed up, afraid that the other party would give him a blow like he did to 

Su Nuoyan. 

“Three people passed the test…” 

Fortunately, what fourteen was worried about didn’t happen. On the contrary, he returned with a 

surprising news! 

Three people passed the test? 

Originally, everyone thought that it was already good news as long as Yunji mu passed the test alone. 

They didn’t expect there to be two more people? Who were the other two? 

Everyone was very curious. 

Just as they were curious, the front door of the Divine Hall opened. On a tall metal spiritual altar, three 

young disciples were sitting cross-legged and meditating. 

Two women and a man. Everyone recognized them instantly. The two women were Yunji MU and Lu 

Chenshuang from Yunshan, and the remaining man was the second seed of the Celestial Master, Zhang 

Huaiyu! 

This result stunned everyone. Yunji MU and Zhang Huaiyu could understand it, but why was the third 

one Lu Chenshuang? Many people knew that this junior did not even have the Earth immortal realm. 

After all, the Luo brothers and Situ Ming of Kunlun were all earth immortal realm experts above her, 

especially the Luo brothers. They had been famous for many years. 

When the other party mentioned the three survivors, they subconsciously thought that it was Mu Yunji 

and the Luo Brothers! 

The faces of the people of Kunlun instantly darkened, while Zhang Lingyu secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

He didn’t expect his junior brother to survive, even though the loss of the Celestial Master sect was 

huge, however, this result made him feel as if he was lucky out of misfortune. 

Of course, most of them did not look good, such as Yue Qing. She had also fantasized that the one who 

could survive was her younger sister, although she knew that the possibility was not high… … 



“Junior has a question. Doesn’t the lightning tribulation depend on one’s strength?”Boundless Yan said 

in a muffled voice. It was obvious that he was dissatisfied that the Luo brothers had failed and a human 

immortal junior had failed. 

“Of course it depends on Strength!”The voice said in a deep voice. 

“That girl also relied on strength to pass?”Boundless rock pointed at Lu Chenshuang and sneered. 

In the distance, Yunji slowly opened her eyes. A bright light flashed in her eyes. From a distance of 

dozens of feet away, Kunlun and the others felt the space sink inexplicably, and they were immediately 

shocked! 

This kind of pressure was probably something only their own gold immortal patriarch could have. How 

could this Lightning Tribulation Change Yunji so much? 

“Strength refers to balance. That Girl has a secret treasure, so she was able to withstand the critical 

tribulation for her!”The godly monarch said in a low voice. 

Everyone was stunned. They remembered the immortal sword that Lu Chenshuang and Wudang Helian 

Cheng had taken out when they were fighting! 

“This… is not fair, is it?”Yue Qing’s face immediately turned pale, her own sister’s age and cultivation 

base were not much different from Lu Chenshuang’s. However, Lu Chenshuang had passed the test 

because of a secret treasure, and her own sister did not even leave a complete corpse behind. She could 

not accept it… 

“What’s so unfair about this?”The voice in the sky sneered and said, “A magic treasure is a part of one’s 

own strength. Which of your origins, background, and luck are not part of your strength? “It’s not fair to 

talk about it at this time. Why didn’t you mention it when you were enjoying different resources from 

mortals because of your elders?” 

Everyone immediately fell silent. 

“Also, you don’t have to panic. Even if you fail to transcend the Tribulation, you still have one more 

chance!” 

As they spoke, another door opened in the palace. Inside the door was a spiritual altar, but the color of 

the spiritual altar was clearly very different from the outside. It was a grayish-white color. Everyone was 

far away from it.., they could feel an inexplicable cold aura from inside! 

The most shocking thing was the people inside. Almost all the disciples who had come to the sect in 

advance were there. They were sitting cross-legged like Mu Yunji and the other two, including the Luo 

brothers and Yue Qing’s most beloved sister. 

Everyone was instantly delighted. Not only were they happy that their junior brothers and sisters were 

still alive, but they were also happy that the Lightning tribulation this time didn’t seem to be a narrow 

escape! 

“Fourteen, Luo Wu and the other two are still alive!”Boundless Rock said in surprise. 



“Something’s wrong…”Jiang fourteen didn’t reveal an ecstatic expression. Instead, his expression 

became even more solemn. He noticed that the disciples of the other sect were very strange! 

Chapter 553: Hostility 

 

“Hey, Danian, Danian! !”Gou Dan waved at the two disciples in Wudang Daoist robes from afar. 

Ma Danian slowly turned his head and nodded at Gou Dan. 

However, his eyes were as cold as ice that would not melt for ten thousand years. Gou Dan trembled for 

some reason even though he was dozens of feet away. Then, he poked brother dog. “Look, Danian is 

angry. He asked you to carry him, but you didn’t!” 

Brother Dog rolled his eyes. He didn’t have any friendship with these two guys, so how could he waste 

his physical strength for them in such a situation? Although he could be reborn after he died, he didn’t 

want to experience the consequences of starting over again. 

 

Moreover… He kept feeling that Ma Danian’s expression didn’t seem to be angry. He seemed to have 

seen that ice-cold look in his eyes somewhere before… … 

“Xiaoxue?”Yue Qing saw that her junior sister was also inside, and she was pleasantly surprised. She 

hurriedly waved her hand and shouted. 

The girl who looked very similar to Yue Qing slowly raised her head. After taking a glance at Yue Qing, 

she nodded slightly just like Ma Danian… 

That attitude made Yue Qing’s heart inexplicably turn cold. She thought to herself, could it be that 

Xiaoxue blamed her for abandoning her? 

No… impossible… 

Although her junior sister was named Little Snow, her personality was very fiery. Previously, she was still 

hesitant, but she was the one who firmly persuaded her to continue moving forward. She took the 

initiative to pull a disciple onto the dark cloud. 

With her personality, why would she blame him after the event? 

“Fourteen…”boundless Yan said in a low voice, “Luo Wu and the others seem to be a little off…” 

Fourteen nodded, but he made a shushing gesture to silence the other party. Then, he looked at Yue 

Qing from Hua Mountain. He knew that there were people who were more anxious to know the 

situation than he was. 

Boundless Yan frowned, but in the end, he didn’t say anything. Sure enough, after a few seconds, Yue 

Qing took the lead to ask, “What happened to my sister and the others? Why Is It Like This?” 

“Of course they died…”the godly king answered coldly. 



“Died… died?”Yue Qing’s expression froze, and she looked over there in a daze. At this moment, after 

looking carefully, she realized that everyone’s color wasn’t right. They were all grayish-white, and that 

space was also colorless… 

At this moment, Brother Dog finally reacted. 

That’s right… those were the eyes of a dead person! 

When he had participated in the Knight test in the New World, he had been hunted down by that 

mysterious force. Those people who were chasing after him had looked at him the same way as these 

guys looked at him now, except that their eyes were not green, their expressions and auras were exactly 

the same. 

The instructor in the base had also told him that those people were dead. In professional terms, they 

were undead… 

“But… But… but you clearly said that they had a second chance?”Yue Qing seemed to be in a daze. 

“I did say that, but they have to rely on themselves!”The Godly King’s voice sounded again. “I forcefully 

restrained their living souls. The undead left in the living world will naturally have some sequelae. As for 

whether they can get out of the daze period and stay to take the second test, that will depend on 

themselves…”. “…” 

As he spoke, he saw one of the group of disciples grow dimmer and dimmer, slowly turning transparent. 

His body also became distorted and abstract, as if he had been elongated, it was as if an invisible hand 

was dragging him somewhere! 

And that person seemed to have just woken up from a dream. He immediately wanted to struggle with 

all his might, screaming with all his might, but to no avail. In the end, he was pulled into the invisible 

darkness, disappearing without a trace! 

Everyone felt a chill in their hearts when they saw this scene. Meanwhile, those living souls who were 

sitting quietly were still sitting cross-legged with cold expressions on their faces, as if they had not seen 

anything… … 

“Fourteen… What the hell is going on?”Yan Wuliang could be considered a daring person, at this 

moment, he felt his scalp go numb, especially the instant that person was pulled away. Behind that 

invisible darkness, there was a chill that made him feel fear to the bone. 

“How would I know?”Fourteen rolled his eyes at the other party, and for the first time, a trace of horror 

appeared on his face… 

“Brother dog… that was…”Eggface said in a daze. 

Brother Dog shook his head. Obviously, he didn’t know what that thing was, but every cell in his body 

was repelling that thing in the darkness. 

And the most important thing was a piece of information. That god King who was hiding in the dark 

could actually forcefully detain a living soul? 

This immediately caused the hearts of the three of them to turn cold. 



They were a little worried about whether rebirth would be useful… 

This was because Vivian had previously explained to them that the reason why they could be reborn was 

because there was a brain backup over there. It would teleport their souls over the instant their bodies 

died and fuse with the most compatible body and brain’s memories! 

And now, whether or not their souls could be teleported over seemed to be a question mark… 

Goudan and the others looked at each other and could see the uneasiness on each other’s faces. 

The reason why they were so calm along the way was because of that rebirth cheat. Now that the cheat 

was most likely sealed, the three of them naturally could not remain calm… 

“It’s almost time…” 

The god King’s dull voice sounded again. His voice was low, but this time, it was no different from a clap 

of thunder in everyone’s hearts… 

Everyone trembled subconsciously and looked at the sky. 

At this moment, they realized that at some point in time, endless thunderclouds had gathered in the sky. 

The Lightning was faint, and the energy contained in it was shocking… … 

——————– 

“Where are you going, fellow Daoist?”Under the divine tree of Kunlun Mountain, Xi Ye had just arrived 

when a faint voice sounded. 

Xi Ye turned around and saw that it was none other than the great patriarch of Kunlun. 

“Greetings, fellow Daoist…”despite the urgency, Xi Ye still gave a Daoist salute. Xi Ye knew that it was 

not the time to fall out with Kunlun yet. 

“Fellow Daoist, isn’t it bad for you to barge into our sect’s forbidden area without making a sound?”The 

Kunlun Patriarch looked at Xi Ye and asked. 

As he spoke, twelve figures slowly landed behind him. Each of them held a glowing artifact in their 

hands. Upon closer inspection, they were none other than the Twelve Golden Immortals Patriarch of 

Kunlun! 

“Something extraordinary has happened in the mystic realm this time. This penniless priest must make a 

trip there!”Xi Ye said in a low voice. 

“Fellow Daoist, you must be joking. The mystic realm is closed to the outside world. Even we don’t know 

how our own disciples are doing inside, yet you know what happened inside? Fellow Daoist, could you 

tell us how you got a glimpse of the situation inside? Can you tell us so that we can broaden our 

horizons?” 

The one who spoke was the ancestor of the Situ clan. At this moment, she looked at seer and virien with 

an obviously unfriendly expression. 



Some time ago, virien barged into the Kunlun Parliament alone and forced them to change the list of 

martial arts matches. Later, she was discussed by many people, which caused her to lose a lot of face. 

Now, she naturally didn’t have a good expression. 

“I have my own methods…”Seer said faintly. 

“Then, based on what you said, please forgive me for not letting you in…”the elder ancestor of Kunlun 

looked at the other party faintly. 

He was calculating in his heart the probability of his side winning if they swarmed up together… 

Chapter 554: Haggling 

 

There should be a 50-50 chance of victory between him and sect Master Luofu… 

This probability of victory was secretly calculated by the Kunlun ancestor after the last fight. The other 

party was able to catch the power of his mountain range in one go, and then the backlash almost caused 

the entire Huazhong mountain range to tremble. The power was indeed terrifying, it seemed that the 

other party was far above him based on his stance that day. 

But when he thought about it carefully, he felt that something was not right. If the other party really had 

the ability to crush him, why would they still cooperate? Wouldn’t it be fine to just kill him and take 

control of Karakorum? 

As the saying went, a weak country had no diplomacy. This was the same for cultivation sects. If the 

difference in strength was huge, there was no need to negotiate. wasn’t it just like how he had wanted 

to destroy Luo Fu and seize the mystic realm from the start? 

 

On the other hand, the move that the other party had shown back then was very likely his full strength. 

The other party simply could not crush the entire Huazhong Mountain Range! 

Then, it was the leader of the Xuanji sect. He had heard from his junior brother that the other party 

could forcefully take away his heaven flipping seal. From the perspective of a refiner, the other party’s 

strength was probably far above his. 

However, there were twelve people on his side, and every one of them had their own secret treasures. 

Presumably, even if the other party’s skills were better, they would still be outnumbered. As long as he 

could hold off the sect master of Luo Fu, his side’s chances of winning were still very high! 

Thinking of this, the old ancestor felt a little more confident. He looked at the other party coldly, and his 

attitude did not give in at all! 

In fact, he was not entirely confident. However, the secret territory of Kunlun was the final bottom line 

of Kunlun. If the other party forced his way through this time, the balance between the positions of the 

two sides would be broken in an instant in the future. And once this matter was spread out.., the 

prestige that he had accumulated for thousands of years would be completely gone! 



Seer looked at the other party and felt a headache in his heart. The other party’s attitude was as tough 

as virion had expected, and the other party was not wrong to be calculative in his heart. 

Seer indeed did not have the ability to crush him! 

The reason why he was scared the last time was because of a trick. This method had to be prepared in 

advance. This time, he came in a hurry. It was obvious that seer would not be able to replicate the 

previous scene! 

Even if he did, he could not possibly cause the entire mountain range in central China to collapse just to 

kill Kunlun Daofather alone! 

The consequences were not something he could bear. Now that little cabbage and Pu Yunchuan had 

both called for external help, research had shown that the fusion rates of the races outside central China 

were not as high as those in central China, and the gap was even as high as 10% , for the time being, the 

people in central China had the highest aptitude. 

Under such circumstances, seer naturally could not create such a disaster-level earthquake to lose so 

many potential people in the future… 

But he knew that he could not retreat. He was already here. If he retreated, the image of a master that 

he had previously established would instantly collapse… 

It was like facing a beast. It might not dare to act rashly when it did not know your strength, but if you 

turned around and ran, the other party would definitely give chase! 

Moreover, the situation in the mystic realm also made it impossible for him to retreat. He had to go in 

and bring Goudan and the others out. 

“It’s extremely urgent inside. Please make an exception…”seer bowed again. 

It was absolutely not advisable to make a move at this time. He had not prepared beforehand. He was 

not a match for a pseudo-deity who could use the laws of the mountain range. Moreover, it was 

impossible for him to use his final killing weapon.., how could he go in and save Goudan and the rest if 

he used it now? 

“Fellow Daoist, this is not a question of accommodation. This is the bottom line of Kunlun. We can not 

back down even a little.” 

Kunlun’s ancestor also shook his head and declined politely. Then, he stared at the other party closely 

and observed the changes in the other party. 

“It is a little unreasonable for this penniless priest to forcefully barge in, but this is also for the sake of all 

my fellow Daoists…”XI ye said faintly, “If this penniless priest does not make a move this time, none of 

our disciples will be able to return!” 

“Fellow Daoist, you really know how to Talk!”Patriarch situ sneered. “Why didn’t you say that if I didn’t 

let you in, there would be a great calamity in the world?” 

“More or less!”Xi Ye replied calmly. 



Kunlun’s patriarch frowned. “Fellow Daoist, isn’t this meaningless?” 

Xi Ye sighed and then waved his hand. A screen appeared in the sky. In the screen, it was the image of 

Mu Yunji and the others being forced into the dark clouds! 

The people of Kunlun were stunned when they saw the image. After watching it, they were 

dumbfounded. Then, they looked at each other and didn’t know what to say. 

There was too much information. Dark Clouds, Godly Monarchs, and Golden Immortal Patriarchs felt 

their hearts twitch when they saw Su Nuoyun’s life and death! 

Su Nuoyan was the most outstanding disciple whom Kunlun had nurtured except for fourteen. They 

couldn’t stand it if she died just like that! 

“Fellow Daoist, you really didn’t have good intentions when you sent your disciples to our Kunlun Mystic 

Realm!”Kunlun’s ancestor looked at Su Nuoyan with a gloomy face. “You actually let your disciples bring 

surveillance equipment?” 

Although he was scolding Su Nuoyan, he was puzzled in his heart. Other sects had used this method 

before, including Kunlun themselves. However, once they entered the mystic realm, the equipment 

instantly failed. How could Su Nuoyan do it? 

Moreover, this virtual screen appeared out of thin air. No matter how one looked at it, it looked like 

something from a sci-fi movie… 

Xi Ye said, “This penniless priest does have some ulterior motives. However, this is obviously not the 

time to discuss this, isn’t it?” 

As soon as he said this, the twelve golden immortals who were filled with righteous indignation 

immediately fell silent. Even Patriarch Situ, who was the most cunning one just now, had nothing to say 

at this moment. His eyes were filled with worry about the situation of his situ siblings! 

Seeing this, Xi Ye added fuel to the fire and said, “Fellow Daoist, think carefully. Although my three 

disciples can’t bear to part with you, even if we encounter misfortune this time, it won’t hurt my 

foundation. But fellow Daoist, you…” 

Everyone:”…” 

“Patriarch! !”Situ looked at Patriarch Kunlun and said anxiously. 

Patriarch Kunlun immediately frowned. The other party’s words hit the nail on the head. Only three 

people had entered this time, but almost all the elites of the younger generation of Kunlun were inside. 

It would have been fine if it were in the past, but this generation could be considered the most 

outstanding generation of Kunlun in the past thousand years, especially fourteen, who had almost 

booked it himself… … 

No, he absolutely couldn’t lose it inside… 

“But even if I agree to let fellow Daoist enter, there is a limit to this secret realm!”Jiang Shisi said in a 

deep voice. 



He wasn’t lying. Kunlun’s secret realm had a bone age limit, and those who were older than one limit 

were not allowed to enter. This wasn’t Kunlun’s rule, but the secret realm’s own rule. 

Otherwise, how could it be the turn of these juniors to enter? 

“It doesn’t matter!”Xi Ye said indifferently, “As long as fellow Daoist allows it, this penniless priest will 

have a way to enter!” 

“You’re boasting shamelessly!”Patriarch Situ looked at him coldly and said. 

“Fellow Daoist, you’d better pray that our sect leader can enter. Otherwise… I’m afraid that your two 

disciples and grand-disciples won’t be able to return…”Wei Ling retorted coldly. 

“You…”patriarch situ choked, but in the end, he didn’t waste any more time to say harsh words. Instead, 

he looked at his own patriarch. 

Patriarch Kunlun narrowed his eyes and began to think carefully. He knew that there was a martial god 

alive in the arcane realm, but he had never thought that that one would suddenly attack. This matter 

was definitely not a trivial matter. Since this guy had the ability to investigate.., why not let him try? If he 

could save all the juniors, then everyone would be happy. 

If the other party could lose in there, then he would not have to take the risk to fight with him to seize 

the Luofu secret realm. No matter how he thought about it, it seemed to be worth it… 

At this thought, he nodded slightly. “Since fellow Daoist is so confident, then you can try…” 

Chapter 555: I finally made it… 

 

“He… went in just like that?” 

The group of Gold Immortal Patriarchs stared at the place where Xi Ye had left with their eyes wide 

open! 

Although they knew that Xi ye must have come prepared since he had come here, they still could not 

believe that Xi Ye had gone in just like that. 

Kunlun had secretly used countless methods for thousands of years, but no one who was more than a 

hundred years old had ever been able to enter the secret realm. It was an unchanging principle for 

cultivators to know their destiny at the age of a hundred. In ancient times.., if a person who was a 

hundred years old could not be ranked in the immortal class, they would not have the opportunity to be 

an immortal. This also led to the fact that no one could enter the secret realm after a hundred years of 

age. 

 

Could it be that this mighty figure of Luo Fu was not even a hundred years old? 

This was obviously nonsense… 



“Patriarch…”the Gold Immortal Patriarch of Situ clan looked at his patriarch and wanted to say 

something, but he hesitated… … 

Patriarch Kunlun looked at the place where Xi Ye had disappeared and was also stunned. It took him 

almost fifteen minutes to react. He himself had thought that the other party would more or less need 

Kunlun’s help to enter the secret realm. It’s not polite to ask for their permission… 

But did not think that he really as if into their own courtyard, as easily as the Kunlun thousands of years 

can not crack the matter, this guy just asked for his consent is really polite? 

———— — 

On the other side, the clouds cleared and a group of pale-faced men sat on their knees. The voice of the 

god-king sounded particularly excited. 

“Good, good, good!”The entire palace reverberated with his cracking laughter. “I never expected that 

there would be such talented juniors in this batch, especially the three of you!” 

The godly monarch pointed at the three of them who were lying on the ground, gasping for air. 

“Good bones. The quality of the bone form is so good. After labor and Yang Jian, the three of you will 

definitely be the first batch of people to have such a bone form in tens of millions of immortal years. 

However, it would be great if there was another person with the same talent as that girl. However, it’s 

also true. With her talent, since the creation of the world, only the 12 ancestral magi would have such a 

bone form. You Can’t force it, you can’t force it…”. “…” 

The words were filled with information, and everyone was stunned. At this moment, the Lightning 

Tribulation had passed, and everyone was exhausted. They couldn’t muster up the strength to ask 

questions, and they were all using their breaths to recover their strength. 

Especially Gou Dan, she curled her lips and thought to herself, thousands of years? Why didn’t you say 

that you came from the era of dinosaurs? Could you just give me a rough draft of your bragging? 

However, at this time, she really didn’t have the energy to refute and could only gasp continuously. 

After a long time, fourteen finally asked in a weak voice, “Senior, I heard that those who undergo 

thunder tribulations need top-notch Earth Immortals’talent. Even the Dragon King who has cultivated 

for a thousand years will turn to ashes if he is careless. Why do I feel…” 

“Why do I feel that it’s not as powerful as I imagined?”The Godly King seemed to be in a very happy 

mood at this time, he replied generously, “Naturally, it’s because I weakened the power of the Lightning 

Tribulation. Otherwise, with your current cultivation levels, how would you be qualified to enjoy the 

Lightning Tribulation? “Don’t think that this is my malicious intent. You will immediately experience the 

benefits of the Lightning Tribulation!” 

Everyone was taken aback when they heard that. They sensed their bodies and suddenly realized that 

both their meridians and Qi sea seemed to have expanded several times. The speed of their luck was 

also several times faster than before! 

Heaven Immortal Realm? 



No, it was probably more than that… “…”. Everyone had a feeling that the capacity of their ocean of Qi 

had increased by at least three times compared to before, and the width of their meridians was also 

more than twice as wide. Not only had their strength increased, even their physique seemed to have 

greatly improved! 

In particular, the extent of the expansion of their meridians stunned everyone. It should be known that 

expanding one’s meridians was a very difficult thing in the cultivation world. Because the wide meridians 

could circulate qi faster, and every time they wanted to expand the meridians, it was extremely 

dangerous. At their level, it would often take them hundreds of years to expand the meridians, and the 

expansion of the meridians directly affected their progress in advancing to the Heaven Immortal realm. 

But they did not expect that this lightning strike would skip so many steps? 

Although they felt like their bodies were about to be crushed when they suffered the lightning 

tribulation just now, they were ecstatic to receive the result now. No wonder the ancient Qi cultivators 

were willing to go through the lightning tribulation even though they knew that it was risky, so the 

benefits were so great? 

But the disadvantages were also quite obvious… 

Some people looked at the two new black shadows on the ground. One was Yue Qing’s, and the other 

was the impure white seed of the fifth seed of Kunlun. 

These two people also appeared in another hall at this time. When they looked at the people around 

them, their eyes were dull, as if they had lost their souls… 

However, the results of this gamble with their lives did not seem to be a loss… 

Many people who had passed the test thought so. 

“Senior, the aptitude you mentioned just now is only comparable to the twelve patriarch of shamans. 

May I ask who it is?”Jiang Shisi asked. 

“Of course, I’m not referring to you…”the godly monarch said with a smile. 

Jiang Shisi:”…” 

“PFFT…”Goudan immediately laughed until he collapsed to the ground. His body was already weak and 

he was using the breathing technique to recover his strength. At this moment, the moment he 

collapsed, he gave off a feeling that he was about to die from laughing. The effect of the scene was 

extremely good. 

It made the surrounding cultivators unable to hold back their laughter. 

Even Kunlun and the others couldn’t help but laugh. Jiang Shisi’s face twitched. He didn’t expect that guy 

to be so direct. Then, he glared at immeasurable rock, who was trying hard to hold back his laughter. 

“Senior, why are you willing to reduce the power of the heavenly tribulation so that we can receive the 

baptism?”Jiang Shisi asked again. 



When everyone heard this question, they immediately stopped laughing and pricked up their ears. They 

also had this doubt in their hearts. After all, there was no free lunch in the world. It couldn’t be that the 

other party put in so much effort on a whim, right. 

“Didn’t this venerable self say just now? The Heavenly Palace is lacking people, and they need people to 

take up immortal positions!” 

As he spoke, his huge eyes once again appeared in mid-air. Under a ray of Golden Light, a bright yellow 

list appeared in the air. On it were written many divine positions, from three-guan emperor to four-

merit Cao.., from five-dou Star Lord to the twenty-eight constellations, there was everything. These 

immortal positions originally had names in the legends… 

But at this moment… there was a blank space beneath the divine seat! 

Gulp… 

Everyone secretly swallowed a mouthful of saliva as they stared blankly at the list. In their hearts, they 

recalled something that had appeared in a mythical story… 

“Fourteen, this… could it be…”boundless rock asked in a daze. 

Fourteen nodded. From the looks of it, it should be the legendary God Ascension list! 

“Damn, what’s the meaning of this?”Goudan was instantly amused. “We’re going to be immortal 

officials? Do We Get Paid?” 

Everyone:”…” 

“The little girl’s aptitude isn’t bad!”That dull voice chuckled, which was rare. “This venerable self will 

confer you the title of Palace Master of the Vermilion Bird Palace. Come, sign your name!” 

Everyone was stunned as they saw that the roll slowly landed in front of Goudan! 

“Oh Oh, Vermillion Bird Palace Master? That sounds impressive. Is he a high-ranking official?”Goudan’s 

eyes lit up. 

Fourteen was completely stunned when he heard this. Vermillion Bird Palace was one of the thirty-six 

heavenly palaces of the heavenly court. Many people were not familiar with the thirty-six heavenly 

palaces, but Guang Han palace was definitely a household name, the Palace Master of Guang Han palace 

was not that weak little fairy from the journey to the west. Those who could live in the Heavenly Palace 

were all heavenly deities with great backgrounds. For example, the Cloud Building Palace was where 

Heavenly King Li’s family lived, and the one who lived in the Guanghan Palace was one of the Heavenly 

Court’s ancient deities, the lunar star Lord! 

The Vermilion Bird Palace was ranked above the Guanghan Palace. It was rumored that the one who 

lived in the Heavenly Palace was the ancient fire god! 

If the rumors were true, wasn’t the title of the immortal official a little too casual? 



Fourteen’s brain was a little twitchy. He originally thought that with their qualifications, even if they 

successfully transcended the tribulation, they would at most be conferred the title of Heavenly General. 

He did not expect that they would be directly listed above the great deity… 

“Where are you going to sign?”Goudan said cheerfully. 

Chen Yu Tong and brother Goudan, who were beside him, had anxious looks on their faces. They 

thought to themselves, ‘are you really going to sign?’? This guy had been with Wang Goudan for a long 

time. Had his brain also melted? Why did he look like a silly boy? 

“Here…”it was unknown if Goudan had acted too silly, but the god King’s voice had become much 

gentler. As soon as he finished speaking, a name slowly lit up among the densely packed divine seats on 

the god Ascension Board. 

Seeing this, Goudan took the brush on the board and prepared to write down Goudan’s name. 

“You can’t sign! ! !” 

Suddenly, a low voice rang out, like a clap of thunder, scaring Goudan so much that he dropped the 

brush to the ground! 

Everyone was stunned. At this time, who would dare to cause trouble like this? were they really afraid of 

death? 

Everyone looked over when they heard the voice. When they saw who it was, they were all stunned. 

Who Was This? 

Brother Dog and the others were pleasantly surprised. “Lord!” 

The person who had come was Xi Ye… 

Xi Ye looked at Li Goudan who had not even started writing and secretly heaved a sigh of relief. It was 

still in time! 

Chapter 556: It’s You? 

 

There’s such a person? 

The huge eyes in the air looked at the tiny figure of seer, revealing a trace of obvious surprise! 

To be able to reach this position without him realizing it at all, there was such a person in this world? 

The Divine King looked at the guy wearing the strange helmet, carefully sizing him up. 

 

The guy’s aura was very weak. At most, he was only at the level of Earth and Mountain God. But the 

strange thing was that this guy was outside the five elements, no… It should be said that he was outside 

all the rules! 

“Who are you?”The god King’s tone had a hint of seriousness… 



He had lived for countless years and had seen many powerful existences. He knew that any existence 

that was outside the rules was an extremely terrifying species, just like those monsters that crawled out 

of the Abyss. All of them were like that! 

However, unlike those things, although this guy had broken away from the rules, the heaven and earth 

did not reject him. Otherwise, he would not have been unaware of the existence of this family until now. 

If it was something from the Abyss, as long as it appeared in this world, he would immediately sense it. 

Xi Ye patted the reptiles on his body. As he gently patted them, those reptiles fell to the ground and 

instantly turned into ashes. Jiang Shisi and the others were shocked when they saw this. 

The bugs that had forced them into such a sorry state before had been wiped out by the other party like 

ants. The key was that the guy who was known as the godly king had such a solemn expression on his 

face. Just who was he? 

“Wow, Dog Lord, what took you so long? !”Goudan immediately pounced over and hugged the other 

party as he cried out loudly. 

Brother Dog and the others’expressions also clearly relaxed. To be honest, they were indeed frightened 

when they found out that the other party could capture People’s souls just now because instructor 

Virien had told them that… There were some existences in this world that could render their rebirth 

ineffective. This person who called himself the god King was obviously such an existence… 

Now that their boss had arrived, the tension on their strings was finally eased a lot. After all, in their 

impression, there was nothing their lord could not handle… … 

Only Cloud Herder, who was at the back, was slightly perturbed. Seer’s timely arrival was somewhat 

encouraging, but she had doubts about whether the other party could solve this guy. 

She was different from Goudan and the others. She had cultivated since she was young, so she was 

obviously more respectful of the existences in the myths. Moreover, as a dark descendant, her 

perception was very strong, the pressure and power displayed by this godly king was obviously higher 

than her lord’s by more than one level. 

This guy was from Luo Fu? 

Jiang Shisi and the others were even more surprised. There was actually such a person in Luo Fu? 

Xi Ye comforted Goudan and slowly protected her behind her. Then, she looked at the huge eye in the 

sky and said, “I didn’t expect such a powerful existence like you to exist in such a small place!” 

“Small place? Interesting…”the huge eye in the sky slightly focused, then, everyone felt the Sky Shake, 

and the huge clouds in the sky were torn apart like a layer of paper. Then, everyone was stunned to see 

the true form of the so-called godly King! 

That was an incomparably huge existence. No one could describe how big it was. It gave people the 

feeling that just its wings alone could cover the sky of an entire city! 

Xi Ye took a deep breath. This time, he was certain that this fellow was really a star level powerhouse! 



Compared to the others who only cared about the size, as a god, he could also sense that the energy 

density of the other party’s body was extremely high. In terms of energy, it was probably not something 

that an ordinary star level powerhouse could achieve. 

How could a small seventh grade planet raise such a monster? 

“From your tone, you seem to come from a very large place?”The deity King said faintly. 

Xi Ye looked at the other party and avoided the question, “Have you been suppressing the void rift here 

the entire time?” 

To be honest, when he first came in, he was also shocked. There was actually such a large rift here. The 

width of that rift was probably enough to cause a crusade of the ten great lords! 

F * CK, Ball D actually hid such a thing… … 

This gave him the feeling that a person’s floor was actually filled with nuclear bombs. The feeling when 

he suddenly found out one day was simply too sour and refreshing. 

“Void crack?”That huge pupil contracted slightly. “You mean the abyss? You know the origin of that 

thing?” 

As the pupils of the other party contracted, the entire world trembled. The hearts of many other 

disciples jumped. They felt as if an immortal fighting a small soldier had suffered. 

“Speak! !” 

Seeing that Xi Ye was silent, the godly king’s thunderous voice rang out. It gave people the feeling that 

the entire sky was about to be roared into pieces. Even those expressionless living souls had their faces 

filled with terror as they fell to the ground. 

Xi Ye, however, looked at the other party unhurriedly. Although he was surprised that there was such a 

powerful existence in this place, he had seen even more powerful fellows, so he did not panic even if he 

had something to rely on. 

Ignoring the other party, Xi Ye slowly walked in front of the god Ascension rankings. He stretched out his 

hand to feel the energy fluctuations in front of him and then muttered, “Contract…” 

Following that, under his helmet, the eye of the god slowly opened. Through the god Ascension 

rankings, he saw countless threads formed from energy. Following the threads, Xi Ye saw an 

unimaginably huge existence! 

He immediately sucked in a breath of cold air! ! 

If the Void Rift and this star level expert were to be said to have shocked him, then the thing that was 

stuck on the other end of the thread was even more shocking. This time, the shock was completely 

beyond what he could imagine! ! 

“Boss, What’s wrong? Is this god Ascension Board very awesome?”Gou Dan asked curiously. 

Xi Ye slowly shook his head. The existence of this god Ascension Board was very ordinary. It was just an 

ancient contract. The soul that signed the contract would be bound to this Gaia energy. 



Such a situation was not rare in the universe. Usually, after the local mighty figures had completely 

fused with Gaia, they would be able to create some local gods through the contract and distribute some 

of the Gaia laws to others, therefore, many places would have all kinds of gods. The God of light and the 

god of fire basically represented the most basic elements of nature. 

There were also some that represented time, space, or even more mysterious misfortune and death. 

The so-called god Ascension in Hua Zhong was no different from the other aboriginals. The key was the 

Gaia Energy Behind the god Ascension Board! 

To be honest, Xi Ye had never seen such a huge amount of Gaia energy. Even the main star of the ten 

great lords might not have such energy… 

How could such a thing exist on a Level 7 planet? 

When the god King saw Xi Ye’s arrogance, he was furious. He reached out and grabbed Xi Ye. 

Although this fellow was strange, it was impossible for him to be so afraid that he did not dare to attack. 

After all, he had seen all sorts of things in his life? When did a little mountain god level clown become so 

arrogant? 

Seer saw that the other party did not hesitate to attack. He first stunned everyone with a calm god 

General before taking off his helmet! 

The Godly King in the sky was stunned. The moment the other party took off his helmet, an extremely 

terrifying power appeared and made him pull his hand back. 

However, Seer did not stop. How could seer miss out on such a powerful Gaia Power? He had just 

confirmed that there was no other powerful thing around him. In other words, as long as he took care of 

this fellow, this massive Gaia power would be his! 

Although it was impossible for him to digest even one-thousandth of such a massive power by himself, it 

was not wrong for him to snatch it first. 

However, something that surprised him happened… 

After he took off his helmet, the massive existence in the sky did not turn into ashes as he had imagined. 

The other party only stared blankly at him. However, it was clear that his body had not suffered any 

harm. 

Damn, it can’t be… 

Seer was stunned. Everything in front of him seemed to have exceeded his expectations. 

How could anyone be able to withstand this? 

Could it be that his energy had been depleted? Damn, you should have at least given me a hint. If you 

had said so earlier, why would I have come here to show off? 

Just as Seer was stunned, the huge face in the sky was also filled with shock! 

“It’s You! !” 



Chapter 557: Behind the scenes! 

 

The 12 star domains in the universe were divided into the top 12 powers in the current universe. The 

largest and most prosperous star domain was naturally the central star domain, which was dominated 

by the federation government and the Heavenly God Academy, after that, the various flourishing star 

domains, which radiated outwards from the center of the Federation government, were respectively 

occupied by the nine great lords. 

Why the nine great lords? Because one of the ten great lords didn’t occupy a prosperous area. According 

to the big data, although the lords in that direction occupied an area larger than the remaining nine 

lords combined.., but the number of life planets under their banner was less than one-third of the nine 

great lords! 

That was the dead soul star area to the north where Sylvanas was located! 

As for why this was the case, the reason was rather complicated. There was a certain pattern to the 

birth of life cores in the universe star field. Usually, if a place had a life core that was too powerful.., 

then, it would be very rare for other life cores to be born in the surroundings. For example, if you built a 

city, you would spend all your money to build a major city, and the surrounding villages and towns 

would naturally be poorer. 

 

However, this situation would depend on how much energy a place had. Sometimes, if a galaxy had 

more energy, it would give birth to several life cores, and sometimes it would be less. For example, the 

Milky Way, it was a galaxy with less energy, so that place only had d sphere, a seventh-grade planet. 

This kind of situation usually only happened in the galaxy, and very rarely happened in the star field. This 

was because the vast star field was almost endless, and it was unlikely that such a situation could occupy 

the entire star Field’s energy. However, it just so happened that there was such a situation in the 

northern star field… 

And this had to be mentioned about the 12th force that was independent of the 10 great lords and the 

Federation government. It was also currently the most mysterious force: the seventh level of space! 

That was an extremely ancient galaxy. It possessed the largest amount of energy in the current universe. 

It was its existence that caused the entire northern star field to become barren! 

There were many ancient and inconceivable existences within. Not to mention capturing them alive, 

even casually absorbing the genes of some ancient lifeforms would be enough to make the federation 

rich overnight! 

However, even so, very few people dared to set foot in this place. Even the most apex adventurers did 

not dare to easily enter this place, because this place had laws that even gods could not change, the 

creatures that died here would roar and their souls would not even be able to escape from the world of 

death. They would be subjected to an extremely terrifying torment. 



At that moment, a man who was completely black and covered in a black cloak quickly walked out from 

within. His footsteps were very fast, and his body was filled with the aura of sulfur. If it was an old man 

who was familiar with this place, he would be able to determine that.., the other party had come from 

the bottom of the seventh level of space, the boundary of the Abyss! 

That was the only known abyssal passage in the universe that had not been besieged. It was also the 

only passage that the major powers wanted to go to the void world. It was rumored that this was the 

first passage that the void had torn open in the universe! 

However, it just so happened that this largest and oldest passage had been suppressed by the seven-

layered space to the point that not a single void creature had walked out. It was also because of this that 

the federation had granted the existence of this passage! 

In the space at the entrance of the Abyss lived an ancient race of demons. The demons that walked out 

of this space were all extremely vicious. This layer of space was also the most unfriendly to the outside 

world. Even the powerhouses of major factions.., would rarely dare to step into this place. 

Therefore, the one who walked out of this space at this moment caused some adventurers at the 

periphery to be rather astonished. However, many adventurers instantly recognized the origin of this 

person. 

Dracula. Vlad, the fourth Lord: one of the Ten Great Dukes under the Empress of the Kingdom of death. 

It was rumored that he was an ancient demon that Empress Xi brought back from the realm of death. He 

was the ancestor of the blood descendants and the first demon king of Fear in the universe! 

At this moment, this demon king of fear had a trace of lingering fear on his pale face. It was obvious that 

he had seen an existence that even he himself was afraid of! 

After leaving the law domain of the seventh level of space, the other party did not hesitate to activate 

the teleportation and left this place that even the demon king of Fear was afraid of. 

Under the illumination of a teleportation light, the Duke of death of Dracula landed in the Eternal Night 

City where Empress Xi was located. 

On the throne, Sylvanas slowly opened her green eyes. Because of her opening of her eyes, the entire 

castle instantly appeared with an extremely beautiful and bright light. That light was hundreds of times 

colder than the moonlight on the D world, however, it was hundreds of times more beautiful than the 

moonlight! 

“Damn it! Next time, please send someone else to do such a dangerous job! !”The Duke complained in 

exasperation to Empress XI. 

Sylvanas smiled indifferently. “What’s the result? Is there any information? Is there any connection 

between that little guy from the Thunder clan and that place?” 

“How could there be a connection?”Dracula rolled his eyes humanely. “How could a level-five little god 

have anything to do with that thing over there?” 

“Did the monitor say so?”Sylvanas narrowed her eyes and asked. 

“It didn’t even bother to say it. It just rolled its eyes like me when I asked such a stupid question!” 



“Is that so…”sylvanas slowly knocked on the armrest of the throne, her eyes filled with doubt. 

“I’m not saying it, boss. How did you get that fellow to be related to the Void?”Dracula said speechlessly. 

“Because that fellow only cares about the Void!”Sylvanas narrowed her eyes and said. 

Dracula was stunned. He naturally knew who the other party was referring to. In this universe, there 

were very few people who could make the empress not easily say their names. It was very easy to guess 

who they were referring to. 

“She wouldn’t have sealed such a powerful power on a level five God for no reason!”Sylvanas continued. 

Dracula frowned when he heard that and said hesitantly, “But… didn’t the rumors say that it was 

because that brat from the Eldia family was too good-looking that His Majesty took a fancy to him, so he 

sealed his power and wanted to monopolize it?” 

Sylvanas looked at him strangely. “You believe that?” 

Dracula:”…” 

“Go back and eat more to refresh your brain…”Sylvanas covered her head and waved her hand. “Contact 

the other side and offer ten tons of ink crystals. Next time, ask another monitor.” 

“Still going?”Dracula immediately put on a bitter face… 

Sylvanas glared at him. Dracula could only smile bitterly and accept the order. Looking at her dead 

father, Empress Xi also sighed slightly. 

She also knew that no one would be willing to come into contact with those things, but she had no 

choice. She vaguely felt that this was a very big matter, so big that it could subvert the entire 

federation… 

She looked in the direction of the Eastern Star Field through the void and muttered, “What exactly do 

you want to do?” 

———- — 

At the same time, in the third star field, on the divine throne of the former city of Titan, a figure that had 

not moved for ten thousand years suddenly opened his eyes slowly, revealing the purple pupils of the 

deity race. 

However, this pair of purple pupils was much deeper than the other deities, so deep that if one did not 

look carefully, one might think that it was ink! 

The scene reflected in her black and purple pupils was shockingly the figure of the huge deity king seen 

in Xi Ye’s pupils, which was billions of light years away. 

Looking at the other party’s astonished eyes, she spat out, “So it’s you.”After the four big words, a trace 

of excitement flashed in her eyes that were as cold as eternal ice! 

“Looks like… It’s him! !” 

Chapter 558: Number 587: Behind the scenes (Part 2) 



 

“So it’s you…” 

The god King’s stunned expression filled the entire sky. He looked at Xi Ye in surprise, his eyes filled with 

a complicated expression that XI ye could not understand. 

“Why did you take so long to come back? No, why did you come back now?”The god King continued. 

This brother… What was he saying? 

 

Xi Ye was stunned. Could it be that he was stunned by this Lord’s good looks? 

HMM… that was understandable… 

However, before he could react, he saw the huge and shocked face suddenly split into two halves! ! 

Xi Ye was stunned. The Sky suddenly became quiet, and the huge face froze. Xi Ye could feel that the 

other party’s life force was rapidly draining. Just like the experts he had met before, he had encountered 

the power sealed on his face! There would not even be any soul dregs left! 

However, Xi Ye did not understand why this power was only activated now? 

Before he could think clearly, an extremely terrifying roar suddenly came out from the abyssal rift. It was 

as if something extremely terrifying was about to come out from within! 

Xi Ye was nearly knocked out by the loud roar. When he barely managed to stabilize his body, he saw 

that the godly monarch who had been split into two in the sky seemed to have recovered from his stiff 

state. It was as if he was trying his best to do something! 

However, in the next second, another powerful force was released from Xi Ye’s seal, instantly shattering 

the god King who had been split into two! 

The god King let out an unwilling roar. The intensity of his voice was not inferior to that of the thing in 

the abyss. It only made Xi ye roar until her soul left the sky. She felt as if her entire head was about to 

explode 

However, before she could protest, a third force was released from the seal. However, this time, it was 

not aimed at the god King in the sky, but at the existence in the Abyss! 

The powerful power swept down, and the world fell silent in an instant! 

The face of the divine king who was almost torn into pieces in the air revealed a look of confusion. After 

the confusion, it was as if he was deep in thought. Then, he revealed a bitter smile as if he suddenly 

realized something. “So that’s how it is…” 

“What?”Xi Ye, who was confused by the roar, looked up in a daze. When she saw the expression of the 

other party as if he seemed to understand something, she was stunned. What was the situation with 

this fellow? 



As the godly monarch gave up struggling, his body was visibly turning into dust. However, before it 

turned completely gray, the huge pair of eyes still looked at Xi Ye. His huge lips slowly uttered a few 

words… 

Xi Ye’s body stiffened. She reached out to pull him back, but when she leaned over, he was completely 

shattered. Xi Ye could only watch helplessly as the huge guy disappeared without a trace! ! 

Xi Ye sat on the ground in a daze, staring blankly at the powder in the sky. Her expression was clearly a 

little dull. 

The powder fell from the sky, and Xi Ye’s mind was filled with the last few words of the other party… … 

Be careful of those guys! ! 

Be careful of those guys? 

What the hell? 

Be careful of who? 

Why do you look like you’re very familiar with this lord. Don’t think that just because I’m handsome, you 

can find an excuse to strike up a conversation with me… … 

Xi Ye stared blankly at the sky. An inexplicable feeling of sourness surged up in his chest, and he could 

not stop his tears from falling… 

“What the… What’s going on?”Xi Ye wiped away his tears. His heart was filled with confusion. Why 

would his body do such a thing? What was with that sorrowful emotion? 

With this thought in mind, he looked at the powder again and muttered, “Who exactly are you?” 

As soon as his words fell, not far away the dog egg suddenly infant Ning a sound, obviously is about to 

wake up, Xi ye facial expression suddenly stiff, immediately scared immediately jumped up to look for 

the helmet! 

All the questions put down first, have to cover their own handsome face to say! ! 

———— 

The third Starfield, located in the eastern Starfield, was once the most active Titan clan of a Starfield, 

and here was the master, also known as: the world’s most powerful Titan! 

But now, the person sitting on the Titan deity statue was no longer the symbol of the Titan race. Instead, 

it was an even more powerful existence. It was a newcomer that made all the Lords fear him. Currently, 

he was the most popular person in the federation! 

The people in the Federation respected her as the god of war. This was because ever since she debuted, 

she had never lost a battle. Regardless of whether it was against the void or against a deity like her, 

including the previous owner of her current seat.., not a single one of them had caused her to suffer a 

single defeat! 



It was with such a tyrannical attitude that, without the approval of any faction, she occupied the 

position of the third overlord. Up till now, no one had raised any objections, including the deity 

Academy! 

However, it was hard to imagine that such a legendary existence would reveal an expression of 

infatuation at this moment. 

“AH… How Beautiful. Even after watching it so many times, it’s still so beautiful!” 

“Lord! !” 

The beautiful lady who was surrounded by a void shell stared coldly at the person on the seat, “Please 

take note of your manners!” 

If some higher level lords saw this lady, they would definitely be able to recognize her! 

Kesha, one of the four marshals under the 3rd Lord, the Void Hunter army under her wiped out the main 

force of the Titan army. Now, she replaced the Titan Army and became one of the ten famous armies of 

the Universe Federation! 

And it was rumored that this guy had the terrifying strength to kill the Void Watcher alone! 

“There’s no one else!”The person on the chair was drooling, “What do you think? Isn’t he pretty?” 

“Pretty…”Kesha sighed, “You don’t have to look like that right? Your Drool is going to drip on the chair…” 

“Sizzle! !”The person heard that and immediately sucked back the crystal drool he was drooling over, 

laughing embarrassedly, then said, “Right, why are you looking for me?” 

“My lord, there’s news from the other side. Someone is investigating your precious baby!”Kesha said 

coldly. 

“Oh?”The woman on the throne had a cold look in her eyes when she heard that. Instantly, the 

temperature in the entire hall dropped. 

“Which one is it?” 

“Currently, there are three forces!”Kesha reported slowly. “One is a great demon lord named Bolton, 

and the other is the Great Elf lord of the East Star Field, Azshara!” 

“What’s there to be rewarded for?”The woman immediately pouted. “Keep an eye on them. If 

something doesn’t feel right, just kill them…”she paused for a moment before asking, “Who’s the last 

one?” 

“Sylvanas!”Kesha said calmly. “She’s very smart. She’s already trying to get information from the void 

Watchers!” 

“TSK TSK… she…”the woman covered her head. “How did she provoke this guy? This is a little 

troublesome…” 

Honestly speaking, the other party was ranked fourth among the ten great lords, but if it was possible, 

she would rather face the other two who were ranked higher. 



“Did she find anything?” 

“I went to look for the monitor, but the monitor didn’t know. She probably didn’t find any useful 

information, but…” 

Kesha didn’t continue speaking, but the other party understood what she meant. 

Although the other party had not chosen the right target, she had chosen the right direction. Once the 

other party chose to persist, sooner or later, she would be able to follow the clues… 

“That’s why I hate such Smart Women!” 

“How?”Kesha said faintly. 

“Let’s take a look first…”. After all, that place was so big. Even if she had chosen the right direction, the 

possibility of finding a clue was very low. However, if she had found it.. … The woman’s dark purple 

pupils narrowed slightly. “Even if it’s difficult to deal with, I have to kill it! !” 

Chapter 559: There is a landmine under the treasure 

 

“Are you saying that the one from the martial god Temple wants to make you a God?”In the hollow jade 

temple of Kunlun, the patriarch looked at fourteen and said in surprise. 

“Yes…”fourteen lowered his head respectfully. To be honest, if he hadn’t experienced it himself, he 

would have thought that this was a cliché fantasy story. … 

But apparently, his master didn’t doubt his words at all… … 

“Martial God… God Ascension Roll, these things are actually real?”The patriarch squinted his eyes as he 

paced back and forth. Then, he suddenly turned his head. “Then, after you woke up, The Godly king 

disappeared? Only Sect Master Luofu was left?” 

 

Jiang shisi: “Yes…” 

Upon hearing this, the patriarch fell silent. His eyes were clearly filled with astonishment. The Twelve 

Golden Immortals behind him also had a look of disbelief on their faces. It was one thing if that person 

could enter, but he could actually stop a godly king from ascending to godhood? 

What was his background? 

“Patriarch… What should we do now? Should we think of a way to get some information?”Patriarch Situ 

asked hesitantly. 

“Get some information?”Patriarch Situ said with a wry smile, “Based on what he has shown so far, are 

we qualified to do that?” 

“Then…”the surrounding gold immortal patriarchs also hesitated. 



Obviously, they agreed with what Patriarch Situ said. To be able to stop an ancient godly monarch from 

ascending to godhood, it seemed that they were indeed not powerful enough! 

However, elder ancestor situ was still a little anxious. He quickly said, “But the souls of Xue’er and Ming 

‘er might be in his hands!” 

“It might not be in his hands…”elder ancestor Kunlun shook his head. “Moreover, since he didn’t take 

the initiative to return it to us, even if it’s really in his hands, it’s useless for us to ask…” 

At this point, elder ancestor situ paused for a moment and said, “Don’t be anxious. Souls are a taboo 

that we mortals can’t touch. Even if he returns it to us, we can’t bring those juniors back to life, right?” 

When situ heard this, he was speechless. 

“Shall we… Do Nothing?” 

“Of course not… . “the elder shook his head, “No matter what method that guy used to force the godly 

king to give in, there must be a great secret hidden in him. I’m afraid this thing has a lot to do with his 

Luofu mystic realm… “and he looked at fourteen. 

“Fourteen, are you willing to go to the Luofu Mystic Realm?” 

Fourteen paused for a moment, but then went forward respectfully and said, “Your disciple is willing to 

go!” 

“Good, good, good!”The patriarch clapped his hands and showed a gratified smile. “I didn’t misjudge 

you…” 

At this moment, the handsome face of the Kunlun patriarch was full of amiability, but the people around 

did not notice a hint of cold light flashing in his eyes! 

Fourteen this child is not pure heart, if the past will not hesitate, anyway, it is about time to pick, and 

when he comes back… . . 

————– 

“My Lord, what is wrong with these spirits?” 

Inside the base, the intelligence curiously asks about the return of the night. 

“Forcibly detained by the force of law, and injured by the so-called Thunder Tribulation, the soul’s 

energy is a bit scattered, I’m afraid it’s a bit troublesome to repair…” 

Seer was also having a headache when dealing with these living souls. This kind of soul repair required 

high-level mages, and Soul Science was an unpopular subject. After all, it was very rare to find any 

materials to study it. Usually, those who played in this field were all unrestrained necromancers, these 

people were the hardest to deal with. 

However, he could not bear to let seer give up on them. These living souls were all high-end cultivators 

from various sects. They were considered elites among the high-quality D-ball people, so it would be a 

pity to waste them. 



“Thunder tribulation… it’s quite rare…”ai said in astonishment. 

Xi Ye nodded slowly. Thunder Tribulation was not unique to planet D. some natives of the high magic 

region also had such a method. Without systematic scientific and evolutionary technology.., when many 

creatures reached a bottleneck in their evolution, they would try to use external forces to help them 

break through! 

The best way to do so was to experience danger and force their bodies to exceed their limits, thus 

achieving the goal of breaking through the gene lock. Some of them had already fused with Gaia, gods 

who had mastered the planet’s natural power would sometimes try to use the power of nature to help 

some of their subjects evolve. 

Of course, this method was definitely dangerous. Among all the natural forces, the Thunder element 

was the most stimulating to the body. However, its weakness was also very obvious. It was extremely 

easy to be a dog. Not to mention, the Thunder element was too masculine. It would also cause some 

damage to the spirit body. Many novels said that one’s body and soul would be destroyed during the 

Lightning Tribulation. Sometimes, it was not a hypothesis… 

After being struck by the Lightning Tribulation, coupled with the tearing force caused by the forceful 

soul-binding, the group of sect disciples whose soul strength was not high immediately fell into an 

incomplete state. 

In the words of the D ball folk, three souls and seven souls were missing a few things! 

This was a very difficult problem. According to what seer knew, they would need to find mages who 

were at least level-10 and above who specialized in this area to come up with a solution… 

Now, they could only temporarily store it in containers… 

Fortunately, the Palace of God itself had a device to isolate souls, which was a good thing. Seer had 

moved all of it over to store the living souls. 

There were also Goudan and the others. Although they were not directly killed by the Lightning 

Tribulation, they had also improved their bodies and mental strength through the Lightning Tribulation. 

Especially Yunji Mu, whose dark-skinned body had directly grown to level four… 

However, there were some hidden dangers in this method, which would make the foundation very 

weak. Seer needed to formulate a nutrition plan to let Yunji MU slowly replenish it. 

As for Goudan and the others, the human body did not use it often in the future, so it was not a big 

problem. As long as they could safely recover after this period of time, it would be fine. 

Currently, the most important thing was still the massive Gaia consciousness and the massive void rift! 

To be honest, Seer felt very comfortable at this moment. It was as if she had dug up an unimaginable 

treasure, and underneath that treasure was another unimaginable landmine! 

The powerful Gaia energy did not have the slightest bit of self-awareness. This feeling was just like how 

mortals had only heard of dragon liver and Phoenix Marrow, but could only imagine it. After all, a simple 

sneeze from a creature like a dragon or phoenix could turn you into ashes, however, one day, you just 

had to encounter a roasted dragon. 



Although Seer’s current level was not high enough, and she could not turn into a fatty in a single bite, 

with this natural energy bank, her faction’s development in the future would not have any bottlenecks. 

But at the same time, that Deadly Void Rift gave Xi ye a huge headache! 

With such a large rift, any random thing that popped out would probably be able to destroy the Milky 

Way, and the power under his mask actually did not help him destroy any place… 

This made Xi ye feel as if he was sitting on a nuclear bomb and dancing… 

But although he did not destroy Xi Ye, he still felt that there was an additional layer of seal there. As for 

how long he could control it, Xi Ye was a little uncertain! 

Should she consider moving the people of Planet D as soon as possible? 

Otherwise, once the void rift erupted, her losses would not be worth it… 

But where should she move to? The New World? 

Xi Ye suddenly felt a little helpless. The current situation in the New World was also unknown… … 

It seemed that the most important thing now was to take down the New World First and make it 

completely his territory. That way, even if the void rift erupted, he would have a way out… 

Thinking of this, Seer decided to speed up the progress, so he raised his head and said, “AI, now make an 

announcement and open up some of the missions of the map of the Black Goat!” 

Chapter 560: New Quest 

 

Hello, everyone. I am your first-hand guide to never being late for an update. Everyone: Grandpa Lu, I 

believe that the players have already received the announcement about the quest for the map of the 

Black Goat Yesterday, so today, Grandpa Lu will lead everyone to carefully analyze the route and 

benefits of the quest. Note that this expansion pack is very hard core. It is an epic-level all-player 

dungeon. And this exploration about the dungeon.., will determine how much of a foundation many 

players can obtain on this continent. It is very important to many players who want to build a world. As 

for how important it is, please listen to me slowly! 

Without further ado, let’s first look at the contents of the quest release. 

[ fully opening the seal of the corrosion zone map, allowing players to explore outside from a designated 

city as a supply point. The geological change information, monster mutation sample information, and 

Town appearance information collected from the exploration will be rewarded with different levels of 

points. Conditions for participating players: HP Level 2, must obtain two battle specialization B grade 

and above evaluation. The results of the exploration with their own people will belong to the Lord! ] 

The quest description was simple, but it contained a huge amount of information. Grandpa Lu would 

explain it to the officials one by one. Before that, he would first introduce some basic information to the 

new players… 

 



Starting from the 30th day of the 11th month of the New World Empire Calendar, the mysterious force 

started a large-scale alchemy array mutation with the capital of the Steel Martial Empire as the center 

and Org City as the center, the Mysterious Force’s information was currently unknown, and players 

needed to explore it themselves. The energy range of the array spanned across almost one-third of the 

entire continent! 

The specific mutation situation was similar to the Reiki recovery described in the web article. All the 

animals and plants in the surrounding area had undergone a terrifying mutation, becoming unusually 

violent and powerful. Some of the forests and rivers even had their own consciousness, what was 

interesting was that the humans and Orcs, who were intelligent creatures, did not undergo a mutation 

immediately. Instead, they would only undergo a local mutation after killing the mutated animals and 

plants, thus increasing their strength! 

Was it a bit like a post-apocalyptic sci-fi Web Article? However, it was worth noting that the mutation of 

an ordinary life form after killing too many mutated creatures could easily complicate the genes. This 

point did not have much of an impact on the players after the experiment, however, it could very well 

affect the humans and Orcs under the players’command. 

If one did not pay attention, it would cause the people that one had painstakingly nurtured to 

completely mutate and lose their rationality, turning into a monster that had lost its rationality! 

Speaking of this, many players might have to ask, could it be that they had to go through the dungeon 

alone? Then what was the point of spending so much effort to nurture armed soldiers like this? 

Regarding this point, there was already an explosive discussion on the forum yesterday. Today, Grandpa 

Lu used the newly obtained information to answer this question. Firstly, this exploration mission 

definitely encouraged the players to bring the armed forces along, this could be seen from the quest 

text [ the rewards obtained from the exploration of the player forces’soldiers belong to the Lord ] , as for 

the issue of mutation that everyone was worried about, they had already received the latest information 

from their good friend Pu Yunchuan, who was also player G You Tai Mei. 

According to the research and development of the developer team in Brother G’s faction on genetics, 

this mutation could be stabilized through surgery. Of course, there was an energy limit, in other words, 

after your soldiers accumulated a certain amount of mutated energy, they could stabilize their genes 

through biological surgery. After that, they would be greatly strengthened. After that, killing another 

mutated creature would increase the endurance of the mutated energy, when they accumulate enough 

mutated energy, they could also continue to strengthen their genes through surgery. In layman’s terms, 

the mutated energy could allow your soldiers to level up quickly. However, the prerequisite was to pay 

attention to that limit, moreover, you had to constantly stabilize your genes through biological surgery. 

Congratulations, there would be one more item for your consumption in the future! 

Currently, the intelligence on biological surgery stated that only a civilization that focused on biological 

technology would have the ability to perform genetic surgery of this level at the initial stage. In other 

words, if other players wanted to do it, there was only one way: to pay the biology Lord players and let 

them do it for you… … 

The players who chose the biology civilization recommended that you open your technology tree as 

soon as possible. This would allow you to save a lot of money in the future. If you developed it quickly, 



you could also compete with Brother G to earn some extra money in the market. As for the Lords of 

other civilizations… … Then you can only pay for it… ? Haha, do you think that the biology civilization is 

too awesome? 

However, don’t panic. I believe that the other civilizations will have their own advantages in the future. 

Also, new players, please don’t blindly choose the biology civilization. You can decide based on your own 

interests, after all, it was a game. Happy was the most important thing, right? 

Alright, let’s talk about the basic situation of the quest. First of all, it was the starting point of the city 

mentioned in the quest. Currently, the map’s open entrance could only be set up by a few designated 

cities. As for why this was the case, I’m not sure either. In any case, everyone should not think about 

taking any unconventional routes. They were all forbidden. A few players who entered the wilderness 

entrance would be punished by logging off for a day. It was likely that… … there were some bugs. 

Currently, there were four routes. The first two were the official ones, and they started from the 

Southern cities of Cisco City and Ludasia. The routes were very unique, because from the official routes, 

they each led to two different ports in the empire, moreover, the official routes were limited, because 

these two cities were the steel arms empire’s own forces. Moreover, both of them had heavy troops, 

and they were the strongholds that were opened to the public through the diplomatic method of rain 

woman and Big Boss Wu Gua, players had to use the identity of a brave person to explore information, 

and on the surface, it was to explore whether they could open up the port route. 

As for what the port route was about, I’ll explain it in detail later. First, I’ll talk about the rules here. In 

this place, players could not expose their identities, and they could not openly trade in black technology 

products, moreover, in order to not be discovered, the rules also limited the number of followers they 

could bring. Therefore, it was not recommended for players with a certain amount of power to leave 

from here. It was more recommended for novice players to earn points. 

The other two strongholds were the private strongholds of the players. They were respectively the 

northern city of Gondolin in the Hellscream faction (this is the new name that your brother G has 

changed, a fool gets a fool…) , the exploration routes of this stronghold were very rich. Players could go 

to the Blackstone Plains to accumulate population, and they could also go along the empire route to 

earn points. Moreover, as this faction took the extreme biological route, the level of genetic surgery was 

very high, if the players’soldiers accumulated enough energy to the critical point, they could perform 

biological surgery to strengthen it. It was a very peaceful and recommended stronghold. 

Moreover, this stronghold was now open to the public to rent shops, and all major players were 

welcome to sell their own faction’s products. There were great business opportunities. This was a 

stronghold that Grandpa highly recommended. 

The next private stronghold was the beastman plains stronghold of the cabbages. This stronghold’s 

route was mainly aimed at the mutated areas of the beastmen. It was a better place for players who 

wanted to collect the beastmen of the royal bloodline of the Gold tribe, because it was very chaotic 

now, it was said that there were often many wandering orcs of royal bloodline. 

Moreover, it was said that the weapons and food sold by the cabbages in that stronghold would be 

much cheaper than those sold in Gondolin. It was a good place to train soldiers, after all, being able to 



spend a cheap price to eat the highest level of crops in the base was very helpful to the mutated and 

evolved soldiers in terms of insufficient nutrition. 

However, just to be clear, the comprehensive value-for-money ratio of the cabbages’strongholds is not 

as good as that of Gondolin. As to the specific reasons, Grandpa Lu will carefully popularize them in the , 

discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the route, i hope you will support me more than three 

times. That’s all. I’ll see you in the ! 

 


